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Emmetropisation, squint, and reduced visual acuity
after treatment
Abstract
In a sample of children used to assess the value
of optical correction of hypermetropia from
the age of 6 months the refraction of the most
hypermetropic meridian frequently became
less than 3'5 D as the children grew. When this
occurred, the incidence of squint was significantly less (p<0001) and the last known acuity
after treatment was significantly better
(p<0001) than when it did not. This process of
emmetropisation appears to have been
impeded by the consistent wearing of hypermetropic spectacle correction from the age of6
months.
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trial of treating abnormal hypermetropia with
spectacles from the age of 6 months9 in an
attempt to prevent squint and amblyopia.
Details of the protocol used to conduct that trial
were reported in that paper.9 Three hundred and
seventy two infants, aged 6 months, with +4-00
or more dioptres hypermetropia in one or more
meridia of either eye were randomly allocated
treatment with spectacles or no treatment, and
followed up as effectively as possible. If a child in
either group developed a squint, or was found
(usually at age 31/2 years) to have reduced visual
acuity, he/she was treated conventionally with
spectacles, occlusion, or operation as appropriate. The presence of squint was diagnosed
with the cover test. Visual acuity was recorded
only with Linear Sheridan-Gardiner or Snellen
tests. All the refractions were done by the same
person (RMI) after cycloplegia with cyclopentolate 1%. The refraction reported is the amount of
hypermetropia in the most hypermetropic
meridian after + 1-75 D has been subtracted
from the retinoscopy findings of all meridia of a
pair of eyes. Information abut the refractions,
presence of squint, and the last known visual
acuity after any additional treatment had been
given is now available for 287 of the children.
The first purpose of this paper is to relate the
reduction of hypermetropia that occurred after
the age of 6 months to the presence of squint and
the last known corrected visual acuity in the case
of 143 children who were drawn for no treatment. Secondly, the changes of refraction of
these children have been compared with those of
the 144 children who were drawn to wear
spectacles.

Fabian' first noticed that, if refractions were
recorded as spherical equivalents, the wide range
found in infants became narrower as the children
grew. He called the process 'emmetropisation.'
An example of this is the reduction of astigmatism that occurs after the age of 6 months.27 The
basic spherical refraction may not change significantly,37 but our study of changes in the refraction of individual meridia between the ages of 1
and 3 1/2years3 confirmed Fabian's observations if
the initial level of hypermetropia was +2 50 D or
less. However, if the level of hypermetropia in a
given meridian was >2 50 D at 1 year, there was
an almost even chance that the level of hypermetropia increased, not decreased.
When we assessed the results of our trial of
optical correction of hypermetropia from the age
of 1 year' we suspected two things: (1) the
children who squinted were those who remained
hypermetropic, but if the initial level of hypermetropia in a child decreased the prognosis for
squint and amblyopia was better; (2) children
drawn for treatment with spectacles appeared to Results
remain hypermetropic. We could not prove Since there are no published guidelines on how
either ofthese suspicions, principally because we one could judge whether emmetropisation had
did not know what was a 'normal' amount of occurred, or indeed by what age it should have
hypermetropia at a given age. We therefore occurred, we have had to set limits arbitrarily.
decided to look again for an association between The age of 31/2 years was chosen as the time by
reduction of hypermetropia and the visual out- which emmetropisation should have taken place
come in children included in our recent trial of if it was going to do so, but we could not stick
treating hypermetropia from the age of 6 rigidly to that time because 23 children drawn for
months.9 In order to do this we arbitrarily chose a no treatment were diagnosed as having conlevel of hypermetropia below which we deemed vergent squint before 3 1/2years, and were treated
that emmetropisation occurred. Since the with spectacles. Eighteen of these 23 children
criterion for entry into this trial was the level of had +3 50 or more dioptres meridional hyperhypermetropia in the most hypermetropic metropia when the squint was diagnosed, and
meridian of a pair of eyes, we continued to use there is a suggestion (see later in this paper) that
this method of recording hypermetropia. We treatment could have encouraged them to remain
also report observations on the possible effect of hypermetropic after glasses had been prescribed.
wearing spectacles on the process of emmetro- Therefore, on the assumption that failure to
pisation.
reduce infantile hypermetropia soon enough
might be a cause of squint, we decided to take the
refraction at the age of 3 1/2years, or at the time a
Patients and methods
squint was diagnosed if that was before the child
The sample of children is the one reported in our reached 3½12 years in order to judge whether
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X2=2 79, df=l, p>005.
EMMETROPISATION AND INCIDENCE OF SQUINT

Complete information is available on 143
children who were initially drawn for no treatment. From the figures shown in Table 1 it is
clear that those children whose hypermetropia
remained at or above +3 50 D had a higher
incidence of squint. This difference is statistically significant (p<0001).
EMMETROPISATION AND LAST KNOWN VISUAL
ACUITY

We have not attempted to relate emmetropisation to whether a child did or did not have
amblyopia, because it is difficult to define
'amblyopia' in terms of any given visual acuity.
In addition some of these children had occlusion
before their visual acuity could be accurately
assessed. Therefore we record the last known
acuity of the worse-seeing eye after all treatment,
including occlusion, had been given. This is
worse in the case of those children in whom
emmetropisation was considered not to have
occurred. The results are summarised in Table
2, and the difference is significant whichever way
the figures are arranged for statistical analysis.
As they stand, p<0 001, but, if a dividing line is
drawn between those whose last known acuity
was 6/9 or better and those with 6/12 or worse,
x2=26 34, p<0 001. If a dividing line is drawn
between 6/12 or better and 6/18 or worse, x2=
11-97, p<0001. Similarly, if a line is drawn
between 6/18 or better and 6/24 or worse,
x2=9.45, p<0-01.
POSSIBLE EFFECT ON EMMETROPISATION OF
WEARING HYPERMETROPIC SPECTACLES FROM THE
AGE OF 6 MONTHS

parison of the effect of prescribing spectacles on
emmetropisation can be made when the fate of all
those drawn for treatment is compared with
those drawn for no treatment. When this is done
(Table 3), there is a suggestion that the prescription of spectacles might have impeded
emmetropisation, but the difference is not statistically significant (p>005). A proportion of the
children allocated spectacles did not wear them.
At each follow-up attendance an assessment of
compliance with treatment was attempted.9 This
group can therefore be subdivided into those
who seemed to be wearing their glasses consistently (T+), and those who were obviously not
doing so (T±). If the sub-group who consistently
wore their glasses (T+) are compared with those
who wore their glasses some of the time or not at
all (T±), and with those drawn for no treatment,
the numbers of children who reduced their
hypermetropia or did not do so are as follows
(Table 4). The sub-group T+ were significantly
less likely to have reduced their meridional
hypermetropia to less than +3 50 D than either
the sub-group who wore their glasses inconsistently (T+) (X2=9-96) p<001), or those originally drawn for no treatment (x2= 10-57, p<0 01).
Most of those children whose meridional
hypermetropia became less than +3 50 D had
achieved this by the age of 1 year. 82% of those
drawn for no treatment, and who were considered to have corrected their hypermetropia,
had done so by 1 year. The corresponding figure
for those drawn for treatment but whose compliance was judged to be poor (T±) was 63%, and
for those who consistently wore their glasses
(T+) was 47%. Thus delay in emmetropisation
was apparent by the age of 1 year.

Similar information was available in the case of
144 children who were randomly allocated treatment with spectacles from the age of 6 months, Table 4 Emmetropisation and the consistent wearing of
and this permits observations on the question of spectacles
whether treatment with spectacles caused these
Subgroup Subgroup Children drawn
infants to remain hypermetropic. A valid comT+
T±
for no treatment
Emmetropisation had
Emmnetropisation had

Emmetropisation had not occurred
Emmetropisaiion had occurred

No squint

Squint

16
88

29
10

45

53

98

Table 5 Initial meridional hypernnetropia ofchildren in each
of the three subgroups
hypermetropia

Number of
children
in subgroup

Number of
children
in subgroup

Number of
children
drawn for

+400
+4 50
+500
+5 50
+600
+6-50
+7-00ormore

27
13
14
8
5
0
3

33
19
8
7
6
1
0

74
28
20
7
9
3
2

Meridional

Table 2 Emmetropisation and the last known visual acuity
616and6/9 6/12 6/18 6/24 or worse
23

9

5

8

89

3

4

2

X2=30-05, df=3, p<0-001.

21

31

occurred

X2=43 05, df= 1, p<0-001.

Emrnetropisation had
not occurred
Emmetropisation had
occurred by 31/2

39

not occurred

Table I Emmetropisation and squint

at 6 months

(T+)

(T±+)

no treatment
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emmetropisation had occurred. Secondly, since Table 3 Emmetropisation and the prescription ofspectacles
we do not yet know what level of hypermetropia, from age 6 months
in the most hypermetropic meridian of a pair of
Children allocated
No treatment
spectacles
allocated
eyes, is 'normal' for a given age, we have
arbitrarily chosen a figure of +3 50 D in any one Emmnetropisation had
60
45
meridian as the dividing line. Astigmatism and not occurred
84
98
Emmetropisation had
anisometropia have been ignored.
occurred
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p<OOl) or those who were randomly allocated
no treatment (Table 4, p<001). Although judgment on whether glasses had been worn consistently was made before these figures were
worked out, those regarded as having consistently worn glasses might be considered to be a
self-selected group. Nevertheless, these findings
support Lyle's speculations that spectacle correction of hypermetropia might impede emmetropisation. They also confirm the observations
of Dobson et al,'3 who have reported that 10
infants, prescribed spectacles because they had
convergent squint, showed a significantly
smaller decrease in hypermetropia than a group
of 30 non-strabismic infants with equivalent
hypermetropia who were not prescribed
spectacles.
Discussion
So far as we are aware there are only two other
The classical view that all infants are hypermetropic"' and that those who remain hyper- reports of the opposite of emmetropisation in
metropic are particularly likely to present with children - that is, increasing hypermetropia at
accommodative esotropia has never been some time between birth and the age of 7 years.
demonstrated. All infants are not 'abnormally' Both studies were conducted on patients, not
hypermetropic." Only about 10% of those that random samples of the population. Over twothirds of Brown's subjects'4 had squint, and most
we screened at 6 months were sufficiently longsighted to be included in our trial of preventive ofthose probably wore hypermetropic spectacles.
treatment. However, if the criteria, which we Many of Slataper's subjects were probably treated
have chosen arbitrarily, to decide whether for squint also.'5 Some children being treated for
emmetropisation had or had not occurred are accommodative esotropia do become more hyperaccepted, there is confirmation that in the case of metropic,'6 and this change could be influenced
'abnormally' hypermetropic infants failure to by the wearing of hypermetropic spectacles. The
reduce their hypermetropia is associated with mechanism of such an influence is problematical
subsequent identification of squint (Table 1, but could include a reduction in the need for
p<0-001). We have independently made the accommodation, and accommodation in its turn
same observations as Aurell and Norrsell. 12 Our
might be involved in the reduction of hypersample of children, however, was not restricted metropia. As a corollary to this, some believe
to those with a family history of squint/ that excess accommodation is one factor contributing to the increase in myopia at or after
amblyopia.
We think that emmetropisation was most puberty.
likely to have occurred before the age of 1 year, We thank Mrs L Neale for many hours of secretarial and
though the process did continue after then. We administrative work.
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One might reasonably guess that those infants
who were initially most hypermetropic would be
the ones least likely to correct their hypermetropia. Such children might also be more
likely to derive benefit from wearing glasses,
wear them consistently, and therefore fall into
the T+ subgroup. If this had happened, it could
have biased the findings towards our observation
that consistent wearing of spectacles appears to
have impeded emmetropisation. This is unlikely
to have been the case, however, because there
was not an obvious preponderance of infants
with the higher levels of meridional hypermetropia among the T+ subgroup (Table 5).

